
Mag•Printarm
General Precautions 

1. This product is for Ink Jet (IM-811) or Laser printer (LM-811) use only. Usage in other machines such
as copy machines may cause damage to the machine.

2. Do not place credit cards, debit cards, and other magnetic sensitive materials on top of or in the
immediate area of the magnetic sheets.

3. Load only one sheet at a time. The magnetic properties of the sheets will not allow a small stack to be
placed in the printer.

4. Contact with water or other moisture may cause the sheet to change color. Also, rubbing printed
portions of the sheet with a water-based or fluorescent pen may cause smearing.

5. Store sheets flat, avoiding exposure to extreme heat or humidity. Use sheets as soon as possible after
opening package.

6. When storing sheets for an extended period time, avoid direct exposure to sunlight.
7. The magnet sheets do not appear to have any adverse effects on monitors, hard drives, and printer

electronics.
8. The laser product is not made for high volume applications.

GENERAL PRINTING INSTRUCTIONS

Printer Note: Many printers have special instructions in their manuals for the feeding and printing of
different types of printing materials. Refer to this manual for these instructions.

1.	 Test print your image on paper before using either Mag • Print TTM items. This will ensure proper
orientation.
(NOTE: If printing bar codes, it is highly recommended that you call us for a free sample sheet for
testing either product before printing to ensure readability.)

2.	 Set printer driver to photo quality or best printing setting available.

3.	 Loading Methods (Best method to use will depend on your individual printers loading
orientation.)

a. Remove all paper from tray. Load single sheet of Mag-Printrm in tray.
b. Place 20 sheets of plain paper in tray. Place a single sheet of Mag•Print Tm on top. (good for top loading

printers.)
c. Insert loading support sheet in tray. Place a single sheet of Mag •PrintTm on top. (good for bottom

loading printers.)

If printer has a paper feed button to preload sheet prior to printing, use this feature. This will ensure that your
sheet is preloaded prior to pressing the print key.

4.	 PRINT (see "note" below)

5. Let Mag•Printrm dry completely on flat surface before touching. Mag-Print rm is designed to dry quickly.
However, drying times may vary depending on temperature, humidity and the type of inks and/or toner
used by your respective printer.

NOTE: It is recommended that when printing with laser printers . to print only 1 package at a time as to "cool" the printer
whereby Mag•Print Tm will maintain its' maximum magnetic properties.
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